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Abstract: In order to study the interaction of electromagnetic fields and temperature fields in a motor,
the iron loss curve at different frequencies of silicon steel and the B-H curve at different temperatures
of the permanent magnet (PM) were obtained to establish the electromagnetic model of the permanent
magnet synchronous motor (PMSM). Then, unidirectional and bidirectional coupling models were
established and analyzed based on the multi-physical field. By establishing a bidirectional coupling
model, the temperature field distribution and electromagnetic characteristics of the motor were
analyzed. The interaction between temperature and electromagnetic field was studied. Finally, the
temperature of the PMSM was tested. The results showed that the bidirectional coupling results were
closer to the test result because of the consideration of the interaction between electromagnetic and
thermal fields.

Keywords: permanent-magnet synchronous motor; electromagnetic loss; temperature field;
electromagnetic field; coupling

1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation

With the development of new energy vehicles, the permanent-magnet synchronous
motor (PMSM) has been widely used as the main power component. The PMSM itself is a
strong nonlinear system with mechanical-electromagnetic-thermal multi-field coupling. Its
performance and efficiency directly affect the power performance and economy of electric
vehicles [1,2].

1.2. Literature Review

Many papers have been published on the detailed analysis of thermal fields. The
temperatures of motors were analyzed to compare the temperature rise of the IPM and
SPM [3], to take the transient loss power as the heat source [4], to improve the structure of
the motor according to the temperature distribution [5], or to obtain the loss of the motor [6]
by using the lumped parameter (LP) method. These works analyzed the motor temperature
field using the LP method but did not involve the interaction between the electromagnetic
field and temperature field. The influence of the stator core temperature on rotor thermal
performance [7], the influence of the structure on the motor temperature field [8], and the
influence of the inverter switching frequency and the air gap length on the loss [9] were
analyzed by using a coupling model of fluid-temperature. These works mainly analyzed the
flow field and temperature field of the motor that can provide a reference for motor cooling,
but they still ignored the interaction of the temperature field and electromagnetic field.
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The thermal transient behavior of an air-cooled interior permanent-magnet synchronous
motor (IPMSM) for the agricultural electric vehicle (AEV) was analyzed using the finite
element method (FEM). The temperature changes of insulation and a permanent magnet
under rated conditions were studied, but many assumptions were used in the modeling
process [10]. The temperature distribution of the proposed high-speed PMSM was analyzed
by using a fluid-thermal unidirectional model with the calculated power loss [11]. The
model is a unidirectional model to study the effect of electromagnetic loss on temperature.
The influence of an electromagnetic heat-absorbing structure on thermal performance
was analyzed by using the lumped parameter thermal network method instead of the
finite element method [12]. The temperature distribution of a permanent-magnet linear
motor was analyzed by using the FEM and heat grid model under continuous working
conditions to study the influence of the temperature rise on the motor thrust force and
efficiency, but the influence of the electromagnetic field on the temperature field was
ignored [13]. An inverse approach based on the machine’s measured temperatures and
its lumped thermal network was used to estimate the actual loss components in the
motor [14]. However, the iron loss analyzed by the model was quite different from the
test results. A method was presented to derive distributed multipole (DMP) models for
characterizing the magnetic field and torque of permanent magnet (PM)-based devices [15].
The research only focused on the electromagnetic field and assumed that the temperature
remains unchanged during operation. A novel hybrid drive multi-degree-of-freedom
permanent-magnet motor was simulated to analyze the electromagnetic field, but the
thermal field was ignored [16]. The air-gap magnetic field of an air-core monopole linear
motor (AMLM) was established by using a surface magnetic charge model and an image
method to reduce the calculation time [17]. The multi-physical field model was used
to analyze the temperature field. However, the interaction between the electromagnetic
field and temperature field was not analyzed. The power loss under the rated load was
analyzed to compare the temperature distribution of four cooling schemes [18] using
the electromagnetic thermal unilateral iteration method without considering the reverse
effect of temperature on electromagnetism. Using the LP thermal network method, the
calculated carrier harmonic loss and eddy current loss were used as the input of the
temperature field to analyze the temperature of the motor [19]. It was regarded as a
sequential coupling calculation method and could only analyze the effect of electromagnetic
loss on the temperature field. The loss of the rated working condition was calculated by
2-D FEM [20]. The thermal circuit diagram of the permanent magnet synchronous motor is
established, and the thermal field of the motor is obtained with the thermal resistance as
the intermediate parameter [21]. The heat was calculated and applied to the temperature
field instead of an automatic iterative process. This made the calculation process complex,
similar to [22]. The coupling simulation calculation of electromagnetic heat, fluid dynamics
analysis, and structural mechanics of the motor were realized with multi-physics finite-
element simulation software [23]. The temperature and displacement distribution were
the main work, but the reaction of temperature to electromagnetism was ignored, which
may lead to higher temperatures. A novel model predictive torque control of the interior
permanent-magnet synchronous motor was put forward, but the influence of temperature
change on the control parameters was not considered [24]. The torque ripple of the
motor was analyzed through modeling [25], without considering the interaction of the
electromagnetic thermal field. The rotor strength and permanent magnet temperature rise
were considered to avoid the cumbersome iterative process in the design of a high-speed
motor [26]. However, the interaction between the electromagnetic field and temperature
field was not studied. Different temperature field models were established to simulate the
temperature field distribution of the motor [27,28]. Both models were LP models, which
mostly ignore the changes in motor parameters due to the changes in temperature or
electromagnetic parameters in the actual process.

From the above analysis, it can be seen that scholars all over the world have conducted
in-depth research on the temperature and electromagnetic performance, but little atten-
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tion has been paid to the interaction of coupling between the electromagnetic field and
temperature field of a PMSM. A few studies on the coupling of the temperature field and
electromagnetic field have only paid attention to the influence of the electromagnetic field
on the temperature field. There are few in-depth studies on the reaction of the temperature
field to the electromagnetic field. This is very disadvantageous to predict the performance
change caused by temperature change in the actual operation of a motor. It is not conducive
to the development of high-performance motors and its control strategy.

1.3. Original Contributions of This Paper

The PMSM itself is a strong nonlinear system with mechanical-electromagnetic-
thermal multi-field coupling. The electromagnetic loss in the working process is the
main reason for the temperature rise of the motor. High temperature not only increases
the winding resistance and copper loss, but also affects other electromagnetic parameters.
Too high a temperature may cause winding insulation layer failure and the PM to become
permanently demagnetized. In order to study the interaction between the electromagnetic
field and temperature field, a bidirectional coupling model was established in this paper.
This model is closer to the actual work of the motor than the previous unidirectional cou-
pling model [23]. The electromagnetic loss and temperature distribution of the motor were
analyzed in detail. The interaction between the electromagnetic field and temperature field
in the working process of the motor was further analyzed with the bidirectional coupling
model. It can provide a reference for motor electromagnetic performance design, cooling
system design, and accurate control of the motor.

2. Motor Structure

The analyzed motor is mainly divided into 12 parts. The specific structure and relative
position relationship are shown in Figure 1. The coolant flow area, called the water jacket,
includes the combined inlet pipe, outlet pipe, and jacket, which are regarded as a whole,
called a water jacket. The other parts are the shell, stator, insulation filler glue, winding,
rotor_mass, epoxy, rotor shaft, and magnet. Glue and epoxy are the substances that are
filled around the windings and permanent magnets, respectively. The rotor_mass is the
connecting part between the rotor and shaft. The air_gap region inside the motor is divided
into two parts in the FEM models. One is the stationary region that remains still with
the stator, called air_s. The other is a region of rotating air that rotates with the rotor,
called air_r.
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Figure 1. Structure of the PMSM. (a) Cross-section; (b) longitudinal section. 
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The motor parameters are listed in the Table 1:

Table 1. Motor parameters.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Current excitation Sinusoidal Phase number 3
Lamination factor 0.95 Pole pairs 4
Maximum current (A) 350 Silicon steel B35AV1900
Rated Speed (rpm) 1000 Cooling method Water-cooled
Rated Torque (Nm) 100 Magnet N35UH_100

3. Loss Calculation
3.1. Iron Loss Calculation

The main loss of the PMSM includes iron loss and copper loss during the operation.
The iron loss can be divided into hysteresis loss, eddy current loss, and excess loss according
to the Berttoti model [29]. Hysteresis loss is static loss. According to the Steinmetz Formula,
the hysteresis loss Ph consists of alternating hysteresis loss Pah and rotational hysteresis
loss Prh. It can be calculated as follows:

Ph = Pah+Prh= Kh f Bh
m, (1)

where f and Bm are the frequency and the magnitude of magnetic flux density, respectively.
Kh and h are the coefficients of the hysteresis loss. Generally, when Bm < 1T, h = 1.6; and
when Bm > 1T, h = 1.5~2.5.

Eddy current loss is macroscopic dynamic loss. Under the combined action of rotat-
ing magnetic and alternating magnetic fields, the eddy current loss Pe can be calculated
as follows:

Pe= Pae(t)+Pre(t)= Kae( f Bm)
1.5+Kre( f Bm)

1.5= Ke( f Bm)
1.5, (2)

where Kae and Kre are the coefficients of the eddy loss in an alternating magnetic field and
rotating magnetic field, respectively. Ke is the coefficient of the total eddy loss that depends
on the type of silicon steel and its lamination thickness.

Excess loss is microscopic dynamic loss caused by domain wall bending. Under the
combined action of rotating magnetic and alternating magnetic fields, the excess current
loss Pa is:

Pa= Paa(t)+Pra(t)= Kaa( f Bm)
1.5+Kra( f Bm)

1.5= Ka( f Bm)
1.5, (3)

where Kaa and Kra are the coefficients of excess loss in an alternating magnetic field and
rotating magnetic field, respectively. Ka is the coefficient of the total excess loss.

The iron loss is not only related to the silicon steel used by the motor, but also varies
with the frequency, working temperature, and load of the motor. For the latter one, this can
be stated with Equation (4).

Tem =

√
2

4
· π · Bm · Le f · Di1

2 · A1 · 10−4, (4)

where Tem is the electromagnetic torque, Le f is the axial length of motor, Di1 is the inner
diameter of the stator, and A1 is the linear current density. According to Equation (4), the
change in Bm can also reflect the change in load. The impact of the load is not considered
in this manuscript but will be considered in future work.

The core loss under sinusoidal AC excitation is measured by the AC power meter
method. The AC power meter adopts the double winding connection method, and the
iron loss can be directly measured by a power analyzer. The relationship between iron loss
power P and flux density B at different frequencies of the silicon steel is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Iron loss with the magnetic flux density at different frequencies.

Figure 2 shows that, for the same frequency, as the magnetic flux density (B) increases,
so does the core loss, which is consistent with the principle of the core loss. With the same
flux density, the iron loss of the motor increases with the frequency, and the higher the
frequency, the higher the increase rate of iron loss. That is, with the increase in motor
speed, the iron loss of the motor will also increase substantially. After fitting the loss power
curves at different frequencies, the loss coefficients of the silicon steel used in the motor
are calculated as follows: Kh = 67.508 W · s/(m3 · Th), Ke = 0.465791 W · s1.5/(m3 · T1.5),
Ka = 0.000306 W · s1.5/(m3 · T1.5), h = 1.7509.

Temperature changes during motor operation will also affect the working characteris-
tics of the PM. The demagnetization law of the PM was tested by a dynamic hysteresis loop
tester. The hysteresis loop can be observed and recorded directly by an oscilloscope [30].
As the motor temperature changes, the magnetic change law of the demagnetization curve
of the PM used in the motor is shown in Figure 3.
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In Figure 3, with the increase in temperature, the density of remanent magnetism Br
and the coercive force Hc of the permanent magnet decrease. The decrease in Br reduces the
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maximum power capacity of the motor. The decrease in coercivity will affect the stability
of the permanent magnet and increase the irreversible loss of magnetic induction. The
relative permeability can be calculated with Equation (5).

µr =
B

µ0H
, (5)

where µr is the relative permeability and µ0 is the permeability of vacuum. B and H are the
magnetic flux density and magnetic field strength, respectively.

Based on the above B-H curves at different temperatures, the curves of the relative
permeability and coercive force of magnets changing with temperature can be obtained.
The relative permeability and coercive force both at 20◦ are assumed to be 1, and as the
basis. The ratio of the relative permeability and the coercive force at different temperatures
to the relative permeability and the coercive force both at 20◦ vary with temperature, as
shown in Figure 4, respectively.
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3.2. Copper Loss Calculation

The resistance of the copper can be calculated with Equation (6).

R =
R0(235 + T)

235 + T0
, (6)

where R0 is the resistance at indoor temperature T0. T is the actual operating temperature
of the motor.

The relative permeability and bulk conductivity both at 20◦ are assumed to be 1, and
as the basis. The ratio of the relative permeability and the bulk conductivity at different
temperatures to the relative permeability and the bulk conductivity both at 20◦ vary with
temperature, as shown in Figure 5, respectively.
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In a motor, the ac copper loss Pcu with the skin and proximity effects can be expressed
as Equation (7) [18]:

Pcu = kacPdc, (7)

The kac is related to the ratio of wire thickness to skin depth (δ) for different frequencies.
The skin depth can be calculated as Equation (8). The coefficient kac can be calculated as
Equation (9) [31].

δ =

√
ρc

π f µ0µr
, (8)

kac =
W
δ

, (9)

where ρc is the electrical resistivity of the conductor, µr is the relative permeability, f is the
frequency, µ0 is the permeability of the free space (4π × 10−7 H/m), and W is the effective
area of the winding.

Pdc is the copper loss of the motor in direct current. It can be calculated as Equation (10).

Pdc= mI2R, (10)

where m is phase number, I is the winding current, and R is the winding resistance in
actual work.

In Figure 4, with the increase in temperature, the relative permeability and the co-
ercivity of the permanent magnet gradually decrease. The parameters are calculated as
follows [32]:

αBr =
B1 − B0

Bo(t 1 − t0)
(11)

αHc =
Hc1 − Hc0

Hc0(t 1 − t0)
(12)

where αBr is the temperature coefficient of the magnetic flux density and αHc is the temper-
ature coefficient of coercivity force. B1 and B0 are the magnetic flux density at temperatures
t1 and t0, respectively. Hc1 and Hc0 are the coercivity force at temperatures t1 and t0,
respectively. According to Figure 3, the remanence density and coercivity of the permanent
magnet can be obtained at different temperatures. The temperature t0 is the reference
temperature, which is 20◦. The temperature coefficients of the relative permeability and
the coercive force can be calculated as: αBr = 0.0011, αHc = 0.0065.
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In Figure 5, with the increase in temperature, the relative permeability of the windings
decreases continuously. As the resistance value is the reciprocal of the conductance, as the
temperature increases, the resistance value of the winding increases. Therefore, according
to Equation (5), the motor copper loss increases with the temperature.

3.3. Model Setup

Power loss in the operation process of the motor will eventually be converted into
heat energy. In the steady state, heat production and heat loss reach an equilibrium so that
the temperature remains constant. For the transient period, the equation is as follows:

Odt = cMd(∆ θ) + αA(∆ θ)dt, (13)

where O is the total loss of the motor, c is the specific heat capacity, M is the mass, ∆θ is
the temperature rise of the object, A is the surface heat dissipation area, t is the time, and
α is the surface heat dissipation coefficient. The motor is water-cooled. In the process of
motor operation, in addition to heat conduction and heat radiation, there is heat convection
between the casing and the cooling water jacket. Heat propagation between solids and
liquids is calculated as follows:

qs =
ks

∆n
(Tw−Ts)+qrad, (14)

qL = h f

(
Tw−T f

)
+qrad, (15)

where h f is the fluid-side local heat transfer coefficient and Tw is the wall surface tempera-
ture. Ts and Tf are the local solid and fluid temperature, respectively. qrad is the radiative
heat flux. ks is the thermal conductivity of the solid. ∆n is the distance between the wall
surface and the solid cell center.

The electromagnetic model was established according to the measured parameters of
the silicon steel sheet and permanent magnet in Ansys Electronics software. The thermal
model was established in Fluent software. The motor model is shown in Figure 6.
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4. Thermal Field Analysis
4.1. Effect of Electromagnetic Field on Temperature Distribution

Two models of the PMSM of the unidirectional coupling model and bidirectional
coupling model were established successively in this paper. In both models, the electro-
magnetic loss is used as the heat source of the temperature field. In unidirectional coupling
analysis, in addition to the winding volume heat production rate, the core loss calculated
by the electromagnetic model is mapped to the temperature field model in the form of a
heat source. In bidirectional coupling analysis, the iron loss power is transferred to the
thermal model as heat. After the calculation is finished in the thermal field, the temperature
data are fed back to the electromagnetic model. The electromagnetic model calculates the
loss of the motor according to the new temperature to complete a bidirectional iteration of
temperature data and electromagnetic data.

The parameters of the thermal model are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Parameters of the thermal model.

Parameters Value Parameters Value

Rotor speed (rpm) 1000 Outlet pressure (Pa) 0

Inlet velocity (m/s) 0.453 Volumetric heat generation
rate (w/m3) 1,244,805

Inlet temperature (K) 319 Turbulent intensity (%) 5

The temperature distributions of the winding, stator, and shell with the unidirectional
and bidirectional coupling model are shown in Figures 7–9, respectively.
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In Figure 7, due to the low thermal conductivity (0.2 W/m-k) of insulation filling
glue around the winding, heat dissipation is difficult and the winding temperature rises
greatly. The results show that the temperature of the bidirectional coupling model is about
1.6 ◦C higher than that of the unidirectional coupling model. In both models, there is no
filling around the end winding; thus, heat dissipation is easier, so the temperature in the
middle of the winding is higher than that in the endings. The temperature toward both
ends gradually decreases. This model simplifies the end winding; the temperature of the
actual endings should be higher than that of the simulation result and will aggravate the
temperature rise. The end winding is simplified not only because there is no filling, but
also because it is too difficult to deal with in the process of finite element meshing. As the
end is exposed to the air inside the motor, it can be simplified in terms of its heat release
and heat dissipation rules, and it can be set separately when setting the heat release rate
and other parameters.

In Figure 8, the temperature of the stator is higher in the axial center than that of both
sides because of the better heat dissipation conditions of both ends. The results show that
the temperature of the bidirectional coupling model is about 3 ◦C higher than that of the
unidirectional coupling model.

In Figure 9, at the same inlet temperature and flow rate, the coolant temperature also
increases. The results show that the temperature of the bidirectional coupling model is
about 0.6 ◦C higher than that of the unidirectional coupling model. Due to design reasons,
some locations in the water jacket are blind areas for water flow, so the temperature in
these areas is high. The local temperature can be reduced by improving the structure of
water jacket.

The simulation and test conditions are the rated conditions of the motor. Under this
condition, the motor has higher efficiency and less loss, so the temperature rise is not
obvious. However, in the process of model setting, all the simulation conditions are the
same, only the temperature feedback module is turned on and the temperature difference
appears. This shows that there are differences between two-way iteration and one-way
iteration. Some limit conditions will be studied in the future.

The average temperatures of the 12 parts of both models are shown in Figure 10. The
corresponding relationships between each serial number and part are as follows: 1—water
jacket, 2—shell, 3—air_s, 4—air_r, 5—shaft, 6—stator, 7—rotor_mass, 8—magnet, 9—rotor,
10—epoxy, 11—winding, and 12—glue.

In Figure 10, the temperature of bidirectional coupling is higher than that of unidi-
rectional coupling. Due to poor thermal conductivity and the dual role of copper loss and
iron loss, the temperature of glue is higher than that of the other parts.
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4.2. Effect of Temperature Field on Electromagnetic Parameters

Of both models established above, only the bidirectional coupling model can simulate
the interaction of electromagnetic and thermal fields. The electromagnetic loss directly
affects the distribution of the temperature of the motor. Meanwhile, when the temperature
changes, besides the winding resistance changes, its self-inductance and mutual induc-
tance also change, as shown in Figure 11. Similar conclusions can be referred to [33] to
simulate the change in inductance with temperature in the actual working process. The
flux amplitude of the windings decreases with the temperature, as shown in Figure 12.
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In Figure 11, the self-inductance and mutual inductance of the windings change with
the temperature. It can be seen from Figure 12 that the flux linkage in Winding A and
Winding C is positive, and the size is similar. The flux linkage in Winding B is negative.
The currents of Winding A, Winding B, and Winding C are 124.9 A, −211.8 A, and 86.9 A
at 20◦, respectively. In view of the same operating point, the other temperature points
are similar. According to the inductance calculation formula, it can be inferred that the
inductance curve in Figure 11 is reasonable. In Figures 11 and 12, as the temperature rises,
the amplitude of the winding inductance increases, while the amplitude of the air-gap
flux produced by windings decreases. The changes in coil self-inductance and mutual
inductance are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Ratio of the inductance change of the windings.

Windings Ratio (%) Windings Ratio (%)

AA 6.28 AB 29.1
BB 9.35 AC 2.50
CC 5.10 BC 14.9

The change rates of the induced flux density of the windings are 8.47% (Winding A),
21.06% (Winding B), and 3.93% (Winding C). The reduction in air gap flux will directly
affect the output capacity of the motor. In this study, the speed of the motor remains. In
order to maintain the output power of the motor, the magnetic flux density can only be
increased. According to the motor performance calculation formula, in the case of a certain
speed, the magnetic induction intensity B increases, and the output power of the motor
increases. In the actual operation process, the magnetic induction intensity of the motor
decreases because of the temperature rise. If the power required by the motor is to be
maintained, the magnetic induction intensity must be increased. In both models, only
the bidirectional coupling model will feed the temperature back into the electromagnetic
model. The electromagnetic analysis results of unidirectional-coupled and bidirectional-
coupled models were compared, as shown in Figure 13. The maximum magnetic density
increases from 2.8 T in the unidirectional-coupled model to 3.01 T in the bidirectional-
coupled model. In the bidirectional coupling model, considering the effect of temperature
on electromagnetic performance, the electromagnetic iron loss and the copper loss (known
as ohmic loss in the software) increase, which can also be seen from the comparison in
Figures 14 and 15.
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In order to compare the influence of temperature change on the electromagnetic field
more intuitively, the stator test temperature of 53◦ was taken as the benchmark. The
magnetic flux density of the air gap magnetic field at 20◦ and 53◦ were calculated as shown
in Figure 16. Half of the total length of the circumference of the air gap line was normalized
to 1. The distance at other positions on the air gap line was the normalized distance.

As shown in Figure 16, when the temperature increases from 20◦ to 53◦, the magnetic
flux density at the same air gap position decreases. Figure 15 shows the flux density
around half the circumference of the center of the air gap. During the operation of the
motor, the magnetic flux density in the air gap is generated by the permanent magnet and
winding current. When the temperature increases, the air gap magnetic flux produced
by the permanent magnet decreases. In order to keep the air gap magnetic flux density
constant to maintain the motor output, a larger current is used to generate the magnetic
flux density compared to at low temperature. Increasing the current input will increase the
copper loss of the motor. Therefore, it is a good choice to reduce motor loss by controlling
temperature. By controlling the temperature of the motor, it can also avoid damage to the
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winding insulation or permanent demagnetization of the permanent magnet, to ensure the
power output of the motor.
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5. Experimental Verification

In order to verify the results of FEM simulation, the measurement system was designed
and set-up to test the temperature of the motor. Schematic diagrams of installation and test
beds are shown in Figures 17 and 18, respectively.
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Figure 18. Experimental setup for temperature test.

Three temperature sensors were installed on the shell, stator, and glue. The results of
temperature testing at the three parts by using the test instrument produced by environ-
mental and technology application services (ETAS) and the supporting software integrated
calibration and acquisition system (INCA) under the rated motor conditions are shown
in Figure 19. ETAS is a wholly owned subsidiary of Bosch group. There are many main
products, but here, the main application is its temperature test module. The preliminary
work of the project only focuses on the rated working condition of the motor. Due to
the needs of the project, the in-depth study of the motor will continue. The results of the
simulation and test are listed in Table 4.
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Table 4. Comparison of simulated and measured temperatures.

Part Simulation Temperature (◦C) Test Temperature (◦C)

Shell 50 46.4
Glue 59.5 63.4
Stator 54.4 53.4

In Figure 19 and Table 4, after the temperature equilibrium (about 1800 s), the test
temperatures of the stator, glue, and shell are basically consistent with the temperature
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results of the bidirectional-coupled model. Therefore, the bidirectional-coupled model can
be used to calculate the temperature distribution of the motor. The results can provide a
reference for the motor design and reduce the number of tests.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, the unidirectional- and bidirectional-coupled models were established
to simulate the temperature distribution of the motor, whereafter the motor was tested.
The comparison between test results and analysis results showed that, as the motor is an
electromagnetic-thermally coupled machine, the bidirectional-coupled model considers the
interaction between the electromagnetic field and temperature field in the working motor,
which is closer to the actual working process of the motor. The result of the bidirectional
model was closer to the test result. The bidirectional model can be used to predict the
temperature of the motor and serve as a reference for the design to reduce the test cost.
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